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Evergreen District Convention 2014 Update 
 
Your hardworking committee members: 

 
Front	  Row,	  left	  to	  right	  
	   Ed	  Arnold	  –	  Advertising	  and	  Promotion	  
	   Dave	  Ellis	  –	  Front	  of	  House	  
	   Mac	  Matheson	  –	  Judges	  
	   Peter	  Krois	  –	  Volunteers	  
Second	  Row,	  left	  to	  right	  
	   Moe	  Jones	  –	  Convention	  Chair	  
	   Doug	  Affleck	  –	  Contest	  Coordinator	  
	   Dorothy	  Fallan	  –	  Hospitality	  
	   Harry	  Gray	  –	  Hotels	  and	  Ex-‐officio	  	  
Third	  Row,	  left	  to	  right	  
	   Gary	  Korstrom	  –	  Treasurer	  
	   Jim	  Lohnes	  –	  Buses	  
	   Don	  Giles	  –	  Registration	  
	   Rod	  MacLeod	  –	  Program	  
	   Gord	  Ross	  –	  Judges	  
	   Carl	  Gung	  –	  Hotels,	  Photography	  and	  Video	  
 
By the time you read this, most plans and details 
will be set. 
Here are some of the things that are happening: 
 

• The chorus and quartet draw is complete.  
• The choruses and quartets have been given 

final details and arrangements.  

• If you’re curious about anything, contact 
Harry Gray, bunionbari@gmail.com 

• There’ll be an orientation for choruses & 
quartets at the theatre Friday 2-5 pm. 

• Shuttle buses will run continuously between 
the hotels and the theatre. Travel time is 
about 7 minutes. 

• There are at least 68 men registered in the 
Harmony Platoon competition. This takes 
place Thursday evening and Friday until 
3:30 or so in the Tynehead #1 room. Drop in 
and listen! An audience is most welcome. 
The winning quartet will be the mic testers 
for the Friday night quartet semi-finals. The 
Harmony Platoon chorus will also sing last 
in the chorus contest. They are not 
competitors but will be scored. 

• We’ve set aside a meeting room at the hotel 
for Hospitality, AHSOW (woodshedding), 
Tag Room, and a place to meet. 

• Saturday will be busy. After the chorus 
contest and before the evening contest and 
show, there will be chorus evaluations, a 
House of Delegates meeting and, of course, 
your dinner (see Carl). You’ll want to be on 
time for the Saturday evening contest and 
show, as we are opening with a parade of 
dignitaries and the contest judges, who’ll be 
led down the isle by a piper. You don’t want 
to miss it. 

• The Gentlemen of Fortune are on a blitz 
selling tickets to the Saturday evening 
performances. The theatre capacity is 1500 
so we hope to sell 300 to 400 tickets to the 
public. Their tickets will include two shows, 
the contest and show and the QCED 
Afterglow and Show of Quartet Champions. 

• The QCED Afterglow and Show of Quartet 
Champions will be held in the Ballroom at 
the Sheraton Hotel, starting at approximately 
10:15. The show will feature the QCED 
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Chorus and the quartet finalists as well as a 
parade of quartets.  

• There is a big change this year: evaluations 
for the quartet finalists will take place after 
they perform at the QCED show. 

Moe Jones, Convention Chair 
Special to the Timbre 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Dilbert ’s  Rules  of  Order:  
 
My	  reality	  cheque	  bounced.	  	  	  

 
 

GOF Retreat 2014 September 5-7 North 
Vancouver Outdoor School, Brackendale 

 

 
 
Jordan has been in barbershop for almost 20 years, 
joining the Barbershop Harmony Society at age 12.  
He began his directing career at 17 with the 
Oakville Entertainers.  In 2003 Jordan co-founded a 
new chapter, The Hamilton Harbourtown Sound, 
which he continues to direct today.  In 2010, Jordan 
directed the Cross Canada Chorus to a “Superior” 
ranking at the Society’s Youth Festival held at the 
Mid-Winter Convention.  He also directs The 
Golden Horseshoe Chorus, a senior’s chorus based 
in Burlington. 
Jordan is the tenor of Chameleon, which has 
represented Ontario many times at the BHS 

International Competition and was 2006 Ontario 
District Champions and 2006 5th Place International 
Collegiate Medalists. 
For a living, Jordan is a voice and performance 
coach and is the founder of JTVocalStudios.  He’s 
internationally acclaimed as a clinician, voice 
coach, teacher and director and has served as a 
Faculty member at Harmony College in Germany 
for the past two years.  www.jtvocalstudios.ca 
 
Birthday Greetings for a Barbershopper 

 
        

 
The Classic Tones are joined by Fred Harnden 
 
Fresh from their weekend at Harmony College 
Northwest in Tacoma the GOF’s newest quartet, the 
Classic Tones, joined the family of baritone Fred 
Harnden the evening of June 23rd, to celebrate his 
79th birthday.  Fred was a longtime member of 
Ottawa’s Capital City Chorus before moving to BC.  
An accident left him paralyzed and in a wheelchair 
some years ago.  He humoured us by looking at the 
polecat book, but he clearly remembered those 
songs very well, and had others ready as well.  He 
inspired us with his wit, intelligence, and 
graciousness.  Special thanks to his family for 
including us in the party. David Mirhady 
 
………………………………………………………. 
George Carlin-isms 
Why is the time of day with the slowest traffic called 
rush hour? 
 

2014 Chapter Officers  
President 
Bert Paquet 604-468-0434 winedinegolf@shaw.ca 
VP Music & Performance 
Pierre Carignan 778-298-8905 
pcarignan@gmail.com 

Inside this Issue 
q District Convention Update 
q District Convention Committee 
q Coach Alex Morris 
q David Jones Retires from the 

GOF 
q Harmony Platoon in Surrey 
q Harmony Hollow 
 

 

This year’s retreat will 
be facilitated by Jordan 
Travis, Associate 
Director of the 
International Champion 
Toronto Northern Lights 
Chorus. 
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VP Chapter Development 
Sean Murch 604-929-0105 sean.murch@me.com 
VP PR & Marketing 
Jim Lohnes 604-467-3507 jimlohnes@telus.net 
Secretary 
David Mirhady 604-298-7404 dmirhady@sfu.ca 
Treasurer 
Rich Clark 778-593-0988 43richclark@gmail.com 
Past President 
George Gregory 604-879-george@gregorylaw.ca 
Board Members-at-Large 
Carl Gung 604-594-7147  cgung@telus.net 
Peter Krois 604-888-4106  pkrois@telus.net 
Rod MacLeod 604-209-5954  macleodrd@shaw.ca 
Musical Director 
John Newell 604-5367  newelljs@gmail.com 
Sing Canada Harmony Chair 
David Mirhady 604-298-7404  dmirhady@sfu.ca  
 
 

 Nashville Notes 
The following is a compilation of lessons learned by 
members of Ottawa’s Capital City Chorus at 
Harmony University 2014.  Thanks to the CCC’s 
Bill Panter for collecting them: 
Vocal Techniques. An unobstructed airway is the 
key to better sound. Head slightly tilted forward and 
aligned with spine. Vowel matching is very 
important. Enunciation of key vowels/consonants 
clarifies sound and removes drone or unique voice 
in group (mouth forms vowel/consonant and open) . 
Unit sound within each section: All Basses have to 
sound like one voice, and it takes as much (if not 
more) listening than singing to accomplish that.    
Resonance in the mask, which makes it often sound 
very nasal to the singer himself, but this is what is 
required as opposed to very back in the throat 
resonance. To find your best resonant, connected 
sound, start from a gentle vocal fry, then raise pitch 
and place into the mask. Loud is not what we aim 
for (in some contexts... re: Honours Chorus was 
very loud!!!)  Raise: eyebrows, cheeks, smiles, soft 
palate. Singers’ posture: ape, person, singer.  Rib 
cage up, keep instrument engaged for as long as the 
song isn't ended. Position on the risers: audience 
greets, then pitch pipe is blown means you come in 
and assume singers’ position PLUS engage 
immediately in story to be sung, breathing in with 
the vowel position for the first note. 

Breathing:  Avoid unofficial catch breath ‘between’ 
words because those end up being quite audible.   
Breathe in while forming the first word you'll sing, 
removing sound variation and permitting smooth vs. 
abrupt start.  Breathe in first breath and sing while 
keeping chest cavity open, permitting more air and 
quicker inhalation.  Stay 80% full of air - never go 
below 80% without breathing. Aim to keep your 
breath capacity above 80% at all times; if you feel 
your capacity dropping below 80%, kill a 
word/note, rather than breathing between words.  
Trust your fellow Leads to fill the gaps (especially 
important in Hallelujah, which really should have 
NO audible breaths). [Editor’s note: the CCC 
worked on that song in Nashville.]  Breathe by 
removing a word/phrase (for Chorus only, not 
quartet) .  Must drop notes/words every 2 to 3 notes 
*within* phrases and breathe there for seamless 
chorus singing.  Practice quick, silent breaths.   
Make a breathing plan for all: keep instrument 
much more inflated, never go that low in air!!!   
Notes and words *have* to be killed; that’s 
mandatory. Plan and learn breaths individually.  
Choose specific notes to breathe by 80% of breath 
capacity. Singers breathe to take air in: breath 
through an AAAAA, or upcoming vowel . A Breath 
is a musical moment not a life support exercise.  
Breaths have a purpose other than taking in air - 
they must contribute to the musical line and 
presentation.  Emotional breaths and musical 
breaths.  Lift the ribcage and keep it up, feels like 
the back opens, then breathe from below, knowing 
which type of embellishment, musical or 
emotional.   Relaxed breathing (e.g. Don't lift 
shoulders) enables even sound and less stress on 
singer .  
Individual Singing. Always sing/think sharper so 
you end in tune vs. losing a quarter or semi-tone .  
Sharpen each repeated, sustained, or pickup note  - 
your ear will hear correct tuning (just tuning) so 
adjust as necessary. Pianos, etc. use tempered 
tuning, which is imperfect, thus not the greatest to 
practice with. Avoid sliding to hit the note. Remove 
the "scoop" when going to any note. Think 
("audiate") each note before singing it to hit the 
target immediately. Get to the vowel target quickly. 
Stay on vowel target as long as possible.  Finish 
phrases to the end. Use consonants in quieter 
sections to build energy. The quieter the singing, the 
more energy must be there!  Keep consonants 
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audible to convey emotion.  Recognize the feel of 3 
resonating chambers (mouth, head & nasal) & 
breathing patterns for each. Basses use a light tone 
in lower range. Weight of low notes should match 
high notes when jumping low to high, or vice-versa 
(also helps keep in pitch).  Musicality increases 
when sustained notes are pulsed to the rhythm.  
Ensemble Singing. Sections find a unit sound. Aim 
for "unit sound".  Match the singers around you. 
(Sectional exercise of adding voices one at a time, 
where a new voice was not added until the sound 
was unified).  Keep your own sound in the mix.   As 
much as possible, emulate sound of your part (Bass, 
Bari, Lead, Tenor) with other singers so as not to 
stand out and reinforce sound for perceived louder, 
fuller and richer singing.   To assist from time to 
time, close eyes to better focus/hear sounds around 
you and even your own voice.   
 Presentation. Always move to keep time, just do it 
bigger in uptunes .  Presentation means out of the 
box: we never play as big as we think we do. 
Overdoing it, in our perception, is never more than 
what is required . Keep hands below the belt/table 
unless choreography is required .  Lyric, harmony, 
and melody are key considerations when 
interpreting a piece: Not all arrangers provide 
definite interpretation and the performer may need 
to adjust depending on the piece and who performs 
it .  Think  W5:   Q1.What happened?   Q2.To 
whom are you singing?   Q3.Where is the person / 
you?   Q4.What are you conveying?   Q5. How do 
you want the audience to feel at the end of the 
song?    What does the song/story means to you?    
What do you want the audience to take from your 
performance? Agree on message. 
 Performance.  Rehearse as you intend to perform, 
(under pressure, nervous, on an unfamiliar stage, 
uncomfortable, and tired).  When you prepare to 
sing, the pitch pipe should trigger a practiced 
mental and physical routine that is done the same 
first time and every time, for every song: - Window, 
Stance, Ribs, Mindset, Message. No tune-up?  First 
word, Hear the tonic, My first note, 
Form the first vowel, Audiate it a hair sharp of the 
pipe . Director signals the tempo, when to breathe 
on that vowel, and the first note's onset .  Tune 
while swelling into the note.  Mimic director's 

bearing, trust his "read" of the song.  Performance 
dynamics should be by rehearsed memory of the 
"feel"; don't try to adjust balance by ear on an 
unfamiliar stage (leave that to the director). 
Practicing at Home.  Got a tricky passage?  Lip trill 
through it until you’ve got it right.  Then sing 
through it on ee until it’s right.  Then on oo and 
finally aah.  Then put the words back in. 
Tag Singing.  Provides an opportunity to improve 
listening skills.  Think about the notes within the 
scale of the key signature, solfa or numbers.  Make 
a point of learning a tag or two so that you can teach 
them.  Learn them as continuous songs, lead part 
then bass, then bari, then tenor.   
 
Deadline for the next issue is May 15, 2014  

CALENDAR 
 
2014 
Sept 1  Labour Day 
Sept 5-7 Fall Retreat 
Sept 25-28 District Convention Surrey, BC 
Oct 13  Thanksgiving 
Jan 6-10  (New Orleans, LA) BHS Midwinter 

Convention 
Internationals 

2015 Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
 

 


